**Non-Fiction**

J 158.12 Coombs Breathe and Be
J 333.72 Barraclough Respecting Our World
J 333.751 Prevat Wangari Maathai
J 363.68 Stier If I were a Park Ranger
J 507.8 Ahrens Hack Your Backyard
J 508 Boone I Can Care for Nature
J 508 Castella Discovering Nature’s Alphabet
J 508 Portis A New Green Day
J 508.2 Branley Sunshine Makes the Seasons
J 508.2 Tagholm The Complete Book of Seasons
J 553.7 Paterson I am the Rain
J 551.577 Sherman Splish, Splash!
J 577.3 Brenner One Small Place in a Tree
J 577.64 Arnosky The Brook Book
J 577.85 Cohn Animal Partners
J 577.86 Ridley The Secret Bay
J 577.89 Martin Coral Reefs
J 577.79 Sewell Whale Fall Café
J 582.16 Hirsch Rise to the Sky: How the World’s Tallest Trees Grow Up
J 591.59 Schlein Hello, Hello
J 595.789 Patent Fabulous Fluttering Tropical Butterflies
J 595.789 Stewart A Place for Butterflies
J 598.156 Ward Mama Built a Little Nest
J 598.159 Himelman Noisy Bird Sing -Along
J 598.942 George The Eagles are Back
J 599.37 Lajiness Beavers Construction Experts
J 599.4 Davies Bat Loves the Night
J 599.775 Pringle The Secret Life of the Red Fox
J 599.785 Lang The Adventures of Baby Bear
J 745.5 Beaton The Nature Craft Book
J 745.5 Smith Earth-Friendly Crafts for Kids
J 796.5 Jeffery My Great Outdoors Book
J 796.5 Taylor The Nature Adventure Book
J 796.51 Armentrout Hiking
J 796.51 Olsson Kids Guide to Hiking:
J 796.51 Twinem My Hike in the Forest
J 796.525 Todd Caving Adventures
J 796.54 Brady Camping
J 796.54 Winner Kids Guide to Camping:
J 796.54 Loy Follow the Trail
J 796.58 Mattern Orienteering

**Spanish**

J Sp E Hallinan Por amor a nuestra Tierra
J Sp E Martin Oso panda, oso panda, ¿qué ves ahí?
J Sp E Palazeti A Seed was Planted = Sembré una semilla
J Sp E McDonald Judy Moody salva el planeta
J Sp E 333.7 Martin I Love Our Earth = Amo nuestra Tierra
J Sp E 861 Serratos En hojas de cerezo: Haikus
J Sp E 861 Ada Todo es canción: Antología Poética
J Sp E 861.64 Argueta Talking with Mother Earth / Hablando con Madra Tierra
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**Picture Books**

E Berenstain  The Berenstain Bears Blaze a Trail
E Berk  Nightsong
E Berkes  Over on the Mountain: Somewhere in the World
E Berkes  The Swamp Where Gator Hides
E Brouwers  Wild Beings
E Burfield  The Very Impatient Caterpillar
E Butterfield  Look What I Found in the Woods
E Carlisle  What Do You See When You Look at a Tree?
E Casanova  One Dog Canoe
E Corderoy  It's Only One! (littering)
E Cousins  A Good Place
E Crews  Sail away
E Cyrus  Trillions of Trees
E Dealey  Dear Earth...From Your Friends in Room 5
E Farrell  The Hike
E Fleming  In the Tall, Tall Grass
E Fleming  Underground
E Fliess  Kid Scientist: Insect Experts in the Rain Forest
E Gilbert  Can You Hug a Forest?
E Gonzalez  All Around Us
E Hayes  The Summer Visitors
E Henkes  In the Middle of Fall
E Henkes  Little Houses
E Henkes  When Spring Comes
E Henkes  Winter is Here
E Jackson  All Ears, All Eyes
E Jackson  A Kiss for Akaraka
E Johnson  The Falling Raindrop
E Joyce  Little Raindrop
E Keller  Miranda’s Beach Day

E Lamarche  Pond
E Longstreth  Yes, Let’s
E Loring-Fisher  Taking Time
E MacCarthy  Dance, Dolphin, Dance
E McCleary  Bob and Joss Take a Hike!
E McCloskey  Time of Wonder
E McDonnell  Me...Jane
E Murphy  Only a Tree Knows How to be a Tree
E Murphy  Mama, Look!
E O’Garden  Forest, What Would You Like?
E Oswald  Hike
E Partheniou  Five Busy Beavers
E Paul  Climb On!
E Portis  Now
E Ray  Deer Dancer
E Reid  Picture a Tree
E Rockwell  Hiking Day
E Roelfs  Ana and the Sea Star
E Rosen  We’re Going on a Bear Hunt
E Sayre  Thank You, Earth
E Schaefer  Swamp Chomp
E Silverstein  The Giving Tree
E Sweeney  When the Wind Blows
E Tallandier  Under My Tree
E Tarisky  Taking a Walk: Fall in the Country
E Thomas  From Tree to Sea
E Udry  A Tree is Nice
E Wahl  Sonya’s Chickens
E Weiner  Down by the River: a Family Fly Fishing Story
E Wallingford  A Day at the Lake
E Wlodarski  Felina’s New Home

**Fiction**

J Fic  Callaghan  Saltwater Secrets  640
J Fic  George  My Side of the Mountain  810
J Fic  Greenslade  Red Fox Road  770
J Fic  Haasen  Hoot  760
J Fic  Haasen  Scat  810
J Fic  Johnson  Avalanche!  610
J Fic  Keene  Earth Day Escapade  —
J Fic  King  The Secret Explorers...(series)
J Fic  Look  Alvin Ho: Allergic to Camping, Hiking, and other Natural Disasters  570
J Fic  Lyons  Nature Lover  570
J Fic  McDonald  Judy Moody Saves the World  570
J Fic  Osborne  Camp Time in California  430
J Fic  Parry  A Wolf Called Wander  670
J Fic  Paulsen  Hatchet  1020
J Fic  Pennypacker  Pax  760
J Fic  Preller  Blood Mountain  630
J Fic  Resau  Tree of Dreams  850
J Fic  Samo  Just Under the Clouds  710
J Fic  Sparkes  Beetle Blast  600
J Fic  Timberlake  Egg Marks the Spot  500